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The emergence of "open" patent portfolios appears to contradict the concept of patents
as instruments for encouraging innovation by granting exclusivity. There are occasions,
however, where freeing up patents makes sense.
In some cases the objective is defensive. It has been suggested that an industry group
can agree that its members may practice inventions covered by patents held by its other
members. This approach raises restraint of trade issues and problems in accommodating
the disparities among the patents held by the members. Less problematic is an industry
group's agreement that patent licenses between group members are negotiated at arm's
length, but any patent transferred to an entity outside the group is subject automatically to
a royalty-free license to the other members of the group. Another form of open license,
not requiring a group, is one in which a patent holder agrees that any party may practice
the patented subject matter on the condition that any patents it obtains on improvements,
are available, royalty-free, for use by the original patent holder.
The objective of an "open" patent portfolio can also be to encourage innovation. For
example, where a new developing technology has the potential to replace a wellestablished technology, a dominant entity in the new technology can announce that it will
not enforce its patents against entities who in good faith want to use its technology. The
objective of the announcement is to encourage others engaged in the newly developing
technology to proceed with their efforts, and those efforts are potentially beneficial not
only to the world in general but to the dominant entity in the new technology.
But amassing a portfolio of patents, and declaring that the patented technology is
available to anyone unconditionally and royalty-free, defies comprehension. Why would
a company go to the trouble and expense of obtaining patents if it truly intends not to
enforce them? More to the point, why would the patent holder pay maintenance fees to
keep its patents alive?
Dominant entitles in new technologies who announce that their patents are "open,"
continue to pay patent maintenance fees on their patents. They must envision scenarios
in which one or more of their patents will be asserted. Thus, a business entity interested
in exploiting technology encompassed by an "open" patent should insist that its royaltyfree license be in writing and supported by consideration.

